ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

24
Quantization is the nonlinear, zero-memory operation of converting a continuous signal into 25 a discrete signal that assumes only a finite number of levels The input to a quantizer is the 26 original data, and the output is always one among a finite number of levels [1, 2] . The 27 quantizer is a function whose set of output values are discrete, and usually finite. Obviously, 28
this is a process of approximation, and a good quantizer is one which represents the original 29 signal with minimum loss or distortion. 30
In scalar quantization, each input symbol is treated separately in producing the output. A 31 quantizer can be specified by its input partitions and output levels (also called reproduction 32 levels). If the input range is divided into levels of equal spacing, then the quantizer is termed 33 as a uniform quantizer, and if not, it is termed as a nonuniform quantizer [1, 2] . Uniform 34 quantizers are suitable for signals that have approximately uniform distribution. How most of 35 the signals do not have a uniform distribution there is a need for using nonuniform quantizer. 36
Nonuniform quantization can be realized through the process of companding, namely by 37
applying an optimal compressor function on input signal. By knowing optimal compressor 38 function, model quantizer is completely defined. However, it is shown that this model is very 39 difficult to realize [1, 2] . Also, it is well known that designing nonlinear optimal companding 40 quantizers for a Gaussian source is very complex due to the difficulties in determining the 41 inverse optimal compressor function [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Due to the complex process of optimal 42 compressor functions practical realizations, their approximation is often performed. 43
In this paper we will propose a new method of construction companding quantizer which is 44 based on the approximation of the optimal compressor function using quadratic spline 45 functions with the support region divided into 2L = 4 segments. The design is performed for 46 this number of segments so that the proposed companding quantizer would have low 47 complexity. The goal is to achieve as high as possible the signal to quantization noise ratio 48 SQNR for as small as possible complexity [2] . In order to achieve with the proposed 49 companding quantizer higher SQNR close to SQNR value of the nonlinear optimal 50 companding quantizer, in this paper we propose that the coefficients based on which the 51 approximative quadratic spline functions are formed, are determined by minimization mean 52 square error (MSE). Based on the obtained approximative quadratic spline functions, 53
quantizer designing process will be performed for the Gaussian source. 54
Support region of the quantizer considered in [4] is divided into equal segments while the 55 number of reproduction levels inside segments is determined by optimizing the granular 56 distortion and under the constraint of total number of reproduction levels. Unlike with the 57 quantizer described in [4], the support region of proposed companding quantizer is not 58 divided on segments of equal size. In this paper, the optimal value of segment threshold of 59 proposed companding quantizer is numerically determined depending on maximal value of 60 SQNR. The number of cells per segments is determined depending on value of optimized 61 segment threshold. The value of segment threshold depends on the size of the support 62 region [5] . 63
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the detailed description of 64 the quadratic spline functions. Also, in section 2, the optimal compressor function is given.
65
Design of companding quantizer based on approximate quadratic spline functions is 66 described in section 3. Procedure of numerical determination of the optimal value of the 67 segment threshold is described in section 4. Finally, section 5 presents a discussion of 68 numerical results obtained using the proposed companding quantizer for the Gaussian 69 source of unit variance. 70 71
APPROXIMATE QUADRATIC SPLINE FUNCTIONS
73
A spline curve is a mathematical representation for which it is easy to build an interface that 74 will allow a user to design and control the shape of complex curves and surfaces. The 75 general approach is that the user enters a sequence of points, and a curve is constructed 76 whose shape closely follows this sequence [7] . A spline function consists of polynomial 77 pieces on subintervals joined together with certain continuity conditions. Formally, suppose 78 that n + 1 points x 0 , x 1 ,…, x n have been specified and satisfy
. These points 79 are called knots. Suppose also that an integer 0  k has been prescribed. A spline function 80 of degree k having knots x 0 , x 1 ,…, x n is a function S such that [7] : 81
Hence, S is a piecewise polynomial of degree at most k having continuous derivatives of all 84 orders up to k -1. 85
In this paper, the approximation of the optimal compressor function using quadratic spline 86 
The coefficients of the quadratic spline functions, r i , p i and q i , i = 1,...,L, are determined by 93 minimizing the mean-square error (MSE) as follows: 94
The optimal compressor function c(x) by which the maximum SQNR is achieved for the 97 reference variance of an input signal is defined as [1, 2] : 98
99 where x max denotes the support region threshold of the optimal companding quantizer and 100 p(t) is a symmetric Gaussian probability density function (PDF). Without diminishing the 101 generality, the companding quantizer design will be done for the reference input variance of 102
. In the rest of the paper we assume symmetry about zero in the 103 companding quantizer design. The Gaussian PDF, we consider here, is indeed symmetrical 104 about zero. The PDF of this source is given by [1, 2] : 105 
where the number of reproduction levels per segments, N i /2, is determined from the following 122 condition: 123
Reproduction levels of the companding quantizer we propose are determined as the solution 125 of the approximate quadratic spline functions as follows: 126 The cells lengths per segments of the considered companding quantizer are determined by: 133 
The overload distortion is given by [1, 2] : 139 (5), (6), (13) and (14) 
NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL VALUE OF SEGMENT
151
THRESHOLD
153
In this section, numerical determination of the optimal value of segment threshold is 154 described. The optimal value of segment threshold x i is determined in the following: 155
Step 1. Solving the system of equations (3) ,the values of coefficents r i , 158
Step 2. Based on the coefficents r i , p i , q i , i=1,...,L which are obtained in a method described 160 in step 1, the quadratic spline functions, h(x), defined by equation (1) are obtained. 161
Step 3. On the basis of the quadratic spline functions obtained in step 2, h(x), the proposed 162 companding quantizer as described in section 3 is designed. 163
Step 4. For different values of the segment threshold,
, the SQNR value of 164 the proposed companding quantizer which is designed as described in step 3 is determined.
165
The optimal value of the segment treshold is determined depending on the maximal SQNR 166 value of the proposed companding quantizer (see Figure 1) . 167 , ,
Based on equation (17) it can be noticed that for the approximate quadratic spline function 178 h(x) design it is necessary to determine six coefficients, r 1 , p 1 , q 1 , r 2 , p 2 , q 2 . In this paper, these 179 coefficient are determined by minimization mean square error (solving the system of 180 equations defined by equation (3)). The values of coefficents r 1 , p 1 , q 1 , r 2 , p 2 , q 2 depend on the 181 value of the segment threshold x 1 . In order for the quadratic spline function to better 182 approximate the optimal compressor function, the value of the segment threshold x 1 is 183 numerically determined as described in section 4. Numerical determination of the optimal 184 value of the segment threshold x 1 for the number of levels N = 16 is presented in figure 1 . For 185 the number of segments 2L = 4 and for number of levels N = 16, the optimal value of the 186 segment threshold x 1 is equal to x 1 = 1.68. In the other case, for the number of segments 187 2L = 4 and for number of levels N = 32, the optimal value of the segment threshold x 1 is equal 188 to x 1 = 2.25. For these optimal values of the segment threshold x 1 , coefficients r 1 , p 1 , q 1 , r 2 , p 2 , 189 q 2 are determined, the approximate quadratic spline function h(x) is formed and the design of 190 companding quantizer as described in section 3 is done. Analyzing the results shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 , one can notice that design of proposed 208 companding quantizer based on approximate quadratic spline functions, with the optimal 209 value of segment threshold x 1 , achieved higher SQNR than design of quantizer based on 210 approximate quadratic spline functions which coefficients are determined for the case where 211 the segment threshold x 1 is at the middle of the support region. Also, one can conclude that 212 design of quantizer based on approximate quadratic spline functions, with the optimal value 213 of segment threshold x 1 , achieved SQNR very close to that of nonlinear optimal companding 214 quantizer. Since the complexity of the proposed companding quantizer is very low, and an 215 achieved SQNR very close to that of nonlinear optimal companding quantizer, it can be 216 concluded that the proposed companding quantizer presents a very efficient solution. 
